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Preface
The objective of this report is to present the current Myanmar situation as the Agriculture
and Farmer Federation of Myanmar (AFFM & Food Allied Workers) affiliated with IUF sees
and assesses them based its experiences. The report is not to be perceived as criticism
toward anyone, but to contribute to solutions finding toward solidarity making for
democratic peaceful country. AFFM & FAW represents total numbers of 40,914 members at
the grassroots level from across several regions. We are keen to be part of the country’s
reform in democratic transition in the following areas:
Social Reform: We understand that social reform would take place in a gradual fashion, and
not a radical one that one could have aspired under the framework of a “revolution”. This
would involve mainly the change in the mindset, capacity and visionary thinking of all strata.
Health care reform: We would want to see indiscriminating access to health care by all
walks of life in Myanmar. The health care policy should reflect this.
Economic Structural reforms are essentially measures that change the fabric of an
economy, the institutional and regulatory framework in which businesses and people
operate. They should be designed to ensure the economy is fit and better able to realize its
growth in the interest of business sectors as well we the people in a balanced way.
Reconciliation, Reform and Resilience
Reconciliation is not only with ethnic groups, but also other equally important parts of
Myanmar social fabric such as trade unions, political parties and civil society organizations
representing all walks of life in Myanmar. It is a process that accommodates the platform of
dialogues among all stakeholders. It would require all stakeholders reposition itself with
different approaches to constructively engage, although each might have different opinions,
religion, personal, profession and diversity.
The term ‘reconciliation’ is used to refer either to a process or to an outcome or goal. For us
AFFM reconciliation we see it as an outcome. It is an improvement in the relations among
parties formerly at odds with one another. The reasons as to why relations have improved
may play a role in determining whether reconciliation has genuinely taken place and
successfully achieved.
Last but not least it is in an expectation of AFFM to use this report to convey a message to
all Myanmar stakeholders the importance of dialogue in this critical juncture of transition
into democracy to arrive at sorting out dispute, and thus resolute together.
Overview
Each year the Myanmar Economic and Social Report work with core members and regional
leaders across the country to identify and analyze the most pressing risks that the country
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faces. Despite directions, as the pace of change accelerates it creates and deepen the web
of risks. This year’s report highlights the growing strain on many of the economic and social
systems:






Political transitional period
Identity politics.
democracy buckles
Economic Situation and death of trade
Poverty of small farmer and agricultural workers who mostly live in rural areas

Political transitional period
OVER THE PAST few years, Myanmar appeared to undergo dramatic political reform – which
essentially means a transition from military dictatorship to multi-party system democracy.
As one might expect in a country where so call social protection and economic inequality is
so stark, dismantling the economic structures state owned enterprises has proven more
difficult and complicated.
Myanmar’s nascent electoral politics, which emerged in late 2010 after a half-century of two
consecutive military regimes, has been dominated by only two parties at the national level.
First is the USDP, composed largely of powerful retired and former military officers. It was in
power for the previous five-year term following the referendum and adoption of the new
Constitution in 2010. Second is the NLD, led by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, a Nobel laureate and
democracy icon who was placed under house arrest for fifteen years by the military
dictators.
The results of the historic national election held in November 2015 have not met voter
expectations. Frustrated by the poor performance of the National League for Democracy
(NLD), the ruling party, and its undemocratic mode of governance, the call for an
alternative third party to run in the next general election is growing, in order to prevent
the military-backed Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) from coming to
power again.
The people of Myanmar put a lot of faith in and expectation of the NLD and Daw Aung San
Suu Kyi (DASSK) when they came out to vote back in 2015. Urban elites, intellectuals, and
the expanding middle class collectively believed that the NLD led by DASSK would make real
changes to end the decades-long military dominance and start a new, open, democratic
political process and social reform. Under new leadership, it was hoped that the economy
would see a sign of improve in term of inclusivity, and the change in governmental
institutions would modernize the country. The election was able to draw people interest in a
greatest degree the country had ever experienced. Most people, despite their political
conviction, voted for the NLD. It is also speculated that even some members of USDP also
voted for the NLD. All tuned themselves into the mode and expectation of reform. This left
the people who then voted for the NLD a widespread sentiment of disappointment toward
the NLD performance so far, and most of their expectations have not been realized. The
NLD-controlled cabinet and parliament have yet to make much significant progress.
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Identity politics in Myanmar
Myanmar’s political parties have tended to center on a party leader or a group of leaders
with no clear political positions. The party’s position is not a collective decision, but those
leaders’ positions. It is murky as to where the party stand in term of important matters such
as ethnic, governance issues – if the NLD is ready to embrace freedom of speech, freedom
of expression, freedom of association, and assembly. What would it do to narrow the gaps
between the rich and the poor? The country is lack of a well – established and collective
progressive agenda. If ever the new Party be emerged, the genuine collective view of party
members in term of ideology, conviction is important element as a foundation of its political
life.
Party leaders come and go, but party platform remains. Building a strong, democratic party
institution is important. The party should be structured in a decentralized way and should
be run in a democratic manner. External experts with international exposures of political
practice from elsewhere in the world will be required to stimulate thinking, formulation of
different visions for the country development. Ordinary members must be given the right to
make proposals and raise important questions and should be encouraged to be critical
toward their own party’s policies and its leadership. Democracy should start from the party
before it reaches out to the people. In short, creating a decentralized, democratic party are
important elements for democracy in the making.
There is a misconception in Myanmar that politics is a game to be played only by former
political prisoners, student activists, and old-fashioned politicians because they have
experience and they have sacrificed so much by being imprisoned for so many years. This
reasoning is true to some extent, but a broader base is needed. The people and politicians
should be well aware that neither parliament nor government positions are not retirement
benefits for political prisoners.
Economic Situation
Economic growth in Myanmar has been slow and the country’s fiscal and current account
deficits have swelled over the past 2 years under the National League for Democracy
government. Farmers and agri-business operators had hoped to see the agricultural sector
flourish under the new government, but bad weather, a volatile exchange rate and a slump
in exports to China made it a tough periods. Whether 2017 will see any improvement
depends on if the Government would be providing financing assistance to the sector, new
export markets sought, and the ramping up the use of modern technology.
Farmers in Myanmar have been long familiar with the cycle, which started with borrowing
money either from the Government or informal sources, ploughing and planting, harvesting
crops, and repaying loans. The cycle of which never made them become entrepreneur but
remain as poor as ever and, worry about all things that seem to be outside of their control
both man-made and natural disaster. It is important to note that farmers contribute to 70
percent of the national economy, yet they are poor and are constantly in trouble.
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Many Myanmar farmers in dire need of sufficient income left their farmland to become a
daily wage worker in industrial zones for their surviving. Small farmers prawn their
productivity in advance in exchange of seeds, fertilizers, herbicides, insecticide. In case of
calamity or natural disaster which results in no or less productivity, it made them sinking
further into debts. The Government policy to assist them remains unclear and farmers are
not priority of the government.
The year 2018 is the most challenging year ever. There have been many destructive
incidents within political parties, trade unions, CSOs and others organizations. This indeed
increasingly causes major frustrations among people as people did not see improvement
both social and economic happened to their lives under the leadership of the NLD. More
importantly, trade unions, civil society organizations have been under enormous pressure
by their respective members the problems with regard to unemployment, high commodity
price, lower income and cycle of debts.

Social Protection
Despite the fact that Myanmar has a large base of workforce, many investors, companies in
Myanmar are suffering skilled labour shortage. Myanmar Business Survey 2014 cites lack of
skilled labour in Myanmar as one of the biggest obstacles to start business.
Many young people in Myanmar lack quality formal education and they are therefore not
qualified for many available jobs. On the other hand, experienced and skilled worker usually
find jobs with more attractive salaries abroad. Qualified workers who remain in the country
demand high salaries.
The most obvious gap is the lack of coverage of employment arrangements and protection
in the informal sector. Social security is largely based on the formal arrangement of
employer-employee contributions and mostly only available for those with employment
contracts, through the unemployment insurance fund, provision for illness and injury on
duty, old age and retirement funds, and paid maternity leave. These are benefits that had
never been enjoyed by the workers in the informal arrangement.
The information ministry source said that Agriculture is the main industry for Myanmar and
40 per cent of the labour force is involved in farming, forestry and fishing. The majority of
workers in these three primary sectors have low-income while only 4 per cent are in the
upper class.
The source continues that unemployment rate is high for youths in Myanmar between the
ages of 20 to 24. Ten per cent of urban youths are unemployed and 8 per cent of rural youth
are unemployed. The rate of unemployment is also different between regions with one in
every ten person in Rakhine State being unemployed while in Shan State one in every fifty
person is unemployed, for example.
Some source said that Myanmar has the lowest life expectancy and the second-highest rate
of infant and child mortality. Out of every 100 children, 6.2 die before their first birthday
and 7.2 before their fifth (Population and Housing Census, 2014). In terms of nutrition, 29%
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of children under 5 are moderately stunted and 8% are severely stunted (DHS, 2015). The
school dropout rate is high, especially in rural areas where 6 out of 10 children who start
grade one dropout before the end of middle school; among the poorest families.
Employment patterns
A question that needs to be answered is whether the trends experienced in the economy
are a feature of the changing (for better) nature of the economy, workplace organization
and labour markets or a result of the move towards flexibility of work to avoid labour
regulations. It may be a result of a combination of both.
But given that labour markets are not homogeneous, it is important to deconstruct the
rationale behind these trends to understand better the labour market dynamics and
respond appropriately.
Nevertheless there is a widely held view that strict labour legislation has led to reduced
employment opportunities for rural area, a preference for contract and casual workers,
especially among the sub – contract workers and the most vulnerable workers. The limited
employment opportunities in the formal sector have also led to an increase in the informal
sector.
The informal sector is the main source of youth and women employment in Myanmar. The
extent to which the informal sector in Myanmar absorbs the large pool of the unemployed
requires further investigation.
Most of the jobs created in low-skill sectors such as retail, construction, and in lower end
private services, unstable factories, such as garments, commodity product, food product
which is shutting down and installing very often. These sectors are characterized largely by
insecure employment and low wages. Informal employment in these formal sectors of the
economy is also a widespread practice and the most prevalent form of youth employment.
What needs to be done?
There are various measures that could be put in place, some short-term and others over the
medium to long term. Labour market activation strategies to enhance the employability of
young people and improve their chances of entering higher paying jobs are key to the
success of the measures put in place. Most of these jobs will need to be in the private
sector.
Interventions in the informal sector are important in achieving decent work for both poverty
eradication and reducing inequality. Such interventions need to focus on increasing the
opportunities for work, improving job quality and raising productivity, while also enhancing
conditions for workers.
Deathly Monsoon Downpour Floods
Recent monsoon downpours have caused significant flooding across Myanmar, killing at
least 16 people and displacing more than 150,000 others.
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Flooding in rainy season is not new. There is flooding in Ayeyarwady (Delta) region almost
every year. The question is
how do to revive
cultivation after flood
subsided. And how can
farmers survive without
income during the flood.
In the hard-hit region of
Bago, around 70 schools
have been forced to close
during the recent flooding.
Around 12,000 hectares
(30,000 acres) of farmland have been damaged or destroyed countrywide by flooding over
the past weeks, according to the sources. (2018 – July)

Myanmar’s Agriculture
Myanmar’s farms are well diversified, with most farms producing rice paddy during the
monsoon season and other crops such as beans, pulses, oilseeds and maize, during the cool
and dry seasons. The study finds that agricultural productivity in Myanmar is low. For
example, to harvest rice, one day of work generates only 23 kg of paddy in Myanmar,
compared to 62 kg in Cambodia, 429 kg in Vietnam, and 547 kg in Thailand. Farm practices
are still largely labour intensive. In Ayeyarwady, farmers spend more than 100 days per
hectare on monsoon rice paddy compared to 52 days in Cambodia, 22 days in Vietnam, and
11 days in Thailand. Myanmar’s wages are still very low compared to international
standards with daily wage at the Delta and Dry Zones. Myanmar has the lowest profits from
rice production compared to those achieved by farmers in Asia’s other rice bowls.
Low productivity is a result of multiple factors, many of them associated with the
undersupply of quality public services such as research and rural infrastructure.
Many factors affecting farm production can be attributed to the government’s efficiency in
service delivery and an enabling policy environment. The public system does not generate
and distribute sufficiently good quality seeds, or provide the enabling environment for the
private sector that is sufficiently conducive to allow imports of seeds or production and
multiplication of good quality seeds in the country. Farmers widely use urea and compound
fertilizers for paddy production in both monsoon and dry seasons, but often at inefficient
application rates and inappropriate nutrient compositions. Irrigation coverage in Myanmar
is relatively low.
“Many people talk with the sugar coat words that the possibilities of Myanmar’s agriculture,
actually we all are in debt”, said U Myint Aung, the Kyauk Tan township committee member
of the Agriculture and Farmer Federation of Myanmar. He continues, “The major challenges
of Myanmar agriculture are the lack of good and enabling system and agricultural
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modernization vision and arrangement, no market alert system and is weak in the subsidy
policy. Nowadays, 90 percent of Myanmar farmers are in debt and live under poverty line”.
The government set aside K1.7 trillion as loans to farmers of up to K150,000 per acre of
rainy-season paddy this year, in the previous time it was only K100,000. The loans come
from cash-strapped state lender Myanmar Agricultural Development Bank (MADB) – the
only affordable source of finance for Myanmar’s farming households. The new government
announced this year that it plans to privatize the bank, to improve the quality of the service.
The farmers were in debt not only from Myanmar Agricultural Development Bank (MADB)
but also get a loan debt from micro finance agencies known as JAILA, Mya Sain Young, Path
Myanmar and other many agencies. Farmers always are very busy accumulating fund to
repay the loans with interest, and more likely than not many farmers finally lost their farm,
houses and owned property and got trapped in this vicious loan cycle.
In the early of 2018, the government announced that the farmers must present an original
land registration form 7 to receive in return regular loan money. The government suggested
that this new methodology is implemented to protect the land being transferred unduly to
micro finance agencies. In effect it stopped farmers from using land as a collateral to get
loan from micro-finance agencies. AFFM is of an opinion that the introduction of this
methodology will not help farmers and impossible to get positive result for Myanmar’s
agriculture development.
Need to be designing public programs that can help shifting the exclusive paddy
production promotion to broad-based agricultural development support.
This is vitally important as rice paddy
is less profitable and more costly to
produce than other crops in most
agro-ecological zones, especially
during the cool and dry seasons.
Farmers with access to irrigation and
working capital or loans can make
good money producing dry season
rice paddy. But those in drier places
without access to working capital
have to pick more economically
suitable crops, usually pulses and
oilseeds.
Beyond the Sustainable Agriculture
Some experts are confident on Myanmar Agriculture that it still has a lot of potentials if
some elements could be improved:
 Increase or sustain yields on existing farms to reduce the destruction of habitat
caused by expanding agricultural lands;
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 Establish corridors of natural vegetation linking protected bio - diverse areas;
 Establish more protected areas around farms that benefit farmers and local people
(such as windbreaks or no-take reserves that increase fish yields elsewhere);
 Modify the mix of spacing between crops and non-crops to mimic natural habitat;
 Eliminate hazardous chemical and reduce agricultural pollution that is harmful to
wildlife through organic farming and other means (such as vegetative filters along
waterways);
 Improve the ways farmers manage soil and water (for example, by switching back to
leaving fields fallow) to create environments that are more supportive of wildlife.
Introducing No-take fish reserves: In "no-take" reserves, fishing is banned completely,
allowing for the development of a fishery breeding sanctuary, surrounded by a buffer area
for ecologically sound fishing and Food security: Food security refers to a population having
access to a sufficient supply of food to ensure a healthy, productive life. Food insecurity can
result from population growth, environmental scarcity, pollution, and conflict.
Strategic Plan to build leverage power

Trade Union Movement
At the federation level, there are 3 major trade union organizations in Myanmar. Although
Trade Unions played critical roles in catalyzing changes to happen in Myanmar from military
dictatorship to multiparty democracy, Myanmar Trade Unions are still at its early days of
formulation and solidify its collective positions and need all possible support they could get
from international level – particularly on human resources capacity as well as visionary
thinking.
The Role of Government in Freedom of Association
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According to the labour organization law which comes to effect in 2011, the trade union has
to register as a legislative organization. There are so many labour organizations come and
register according to the law. ILO convention 87 Article 3 J, paragraph 254 mention; virtue of
the principle of freedom of association, all workers – with the sole exception of members of
the armed forces and the police – should have the right to establish and join organizations
of their own choosing. The criterion for determining the persons covered by that right,
therefore, is not based on the existence of an employment relationship, which is sometime
non – existent, for example in the case of agricultural workers, self – employed workers in
general or those who practice liberal professions, who should nevertheless enjoy the right
to organize.
The above mention of ILO convention 87 is a fundamental principle and gives a clear
guidance as to how the country shall move forward in allowing the union to establish
properly. However some senior and junior government officials appeared not understands
well of the philosophy and objective of the Convention and felt they should interfere in the
establishment. Some Government authorities interpreted the fact that Government is the
registrar of the Union, therefore plays supervisory roles to Unions. Sometime, Department
of Labour staff summoned trade union leader to meet them to “re-educate” them with
instructions or dictation what to do, and what not to do. It is quite noticeable that at time
the calling in such as this fit well with the scheme divide and rule – the old rhetoric of
Myanmar. Instigate Myanmar trade unions not to be in good term with one another is
identified as an objective of the department of labour official – the concept of which belong
to the old thinking of Myanmar.
The perception of trade unions toward the government is not in the frame of social partner
as long as the practice and attitude of the Government remains unchanged. If Decent work
country program were to be the collective agenda of all stakeholders, Myanmar needs a
strong and effective program to support Freedom of Association movement and an
experienced ILO personnel to guide the way.
Unity comes from respect each others of Trade Union Organizations
Trade Union Solidarity lays in UNITY of PURPOSE, that is ameliorating workers plight, a
constant goal. Such political positions are transient and personal, while successful
negotiation of national minimum wage (3600/day), for example, affects thousands of
workers and thousands of others, and making leadership collective.
Trade Union Solidarity is not having unanimous views in all things we do, which obviously
too hard to achieve given possible different views and representation of different members
and interests, differences in innate intellect, formal education, experience and other
competencies. Indeed dissent and opposing views sharpen the intellect and increase the
number of most cost-effective methods which enrich experience and outcomes. To get an
idea of union among in Trade Unions, however, all related organizations must stop attacking
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each other, or instigate problems / divide indirectly or directly. Rules and regulation that set
guidance on the governance of the trade union life should be sensible and possible rules
that are possible for the trade unions to be abide by, and to respect those rules would
ultimately allow activities to be undertaken and solidarity could be encouraged and
achieved.

Labour Law Reform
Myanmar Government, employers, workers, civil society members that support the
advancement of trade unions and international partners discussed priorities to bring labour
law reform forward in order to accelerate sustainable development, and reduce poverty and
inequality. This was a prime objective of the stakeholders’ forum for labour law reform
which was held for successive years with the last one held in early January of 2018. The
objectives of the forum in itself is quite promising, but the roll out into implementation
remains questionable if and how to implement and reform existing law to be up to
acceptable standards to give effects to make change to the state of inequalities as well as
bringing about sustainable development, the goal that Myanmar government committed to
achieve.
The new labour law which was reviewed as part of the Labour Organization Law 2011
appears to have more restrictions than freedom to workers than those required by the old
law. Some articles and codes are unacceptable and are well below the international
standards. The ILO organized social dialogue among tripartite partners on the priority labour
laws reform, the minutes recorded agreements in the meeting are subsequently neglected
and thereon reflected in the draft proposed law. Government officials unduly stepped in to
intervene and applied their arbitrary authority in the application of the Labour Organization
Law. Obviously, their intervention is tantamount to their wishes to control Trade
Unionization, membership, activities, financial management and etc.
The purpose of labour law reform is to improve labour conditions, relationship between workers and
employers and fill all necessary gaps that would allow abuses to workers and employers. There are
number of issues to be addressed and amended in the labour law which was adopted in 2011,
however, the newly proposed draft Labour Organization Law turned out to restrict more freedom
directly and indirectly for both employers and workers and poses challenge to the principle of
Freedom of Association.

Activity of AFFM and Food Allied Worker Organizations
Inter – organizational Challenges
Although change has informed the political climate of Myanmar and its people, critical
issues remain unresolved –that is regarding the democratic rights of the peoples and the
peoples’ freedom to express their sentiment toward their elected government. Myanmar is
now known as ruled by a democratically elected government, but many people resent the
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oppression introduced and implemented by the Government as though the country
remained governed by military oppressive regime back in 1962. Accordingly, many people
resort to aggressively express their sentiment.
The AFFM was formed in 2011 and elected 30 executive committee members from 12
different regions. Most of the members experienced being suppressed by the former
regime. Although, the AFFM has an overall objective to achieve a Democratic Trade Union,
by incorporating the important role of social dialogue to reform the practice of Industrial
Relations within Myanmar, AFFM, is keen to strongly implement the specific objectives that
will lead away from a reactive direct military dictatorship. In early 2012, some Executive
Committee members who are also membered of a political party resigned from the
executive positions in AFFM. Some members took acting executive member's roles, until U
Zar Ni Thwe officially returned back from living in exile in year 2013. Prior to his return some
group members split from caretaking leadership roles to join other organizations.
In 2014 U Zar Ni Thwe returned to the AFFM and conducted the First AFFM Congress. The
government did not fully recognize the congress because it was not the official congress
according to the labour organization law. At that time, in early 2014, there were only basic
level unions recognizing Township, State or division according to the Department of Labour.
In the first congress, AFFM adopted a core strategic plan that proposed to provide trade
union education and protection from any kinds of discrimination as well as provide factual
information on climate change, OSH and industrial relations.
Transition from Reactive to Proactive stance
The AFFM firmly stands with our members expressing our aspiration to improve and support
Myanmar in transition to democracy. Members consistently expressed view from their own
experience such as
“We want to be more proactive to support our people,”
“We need an early warning tool that could help indicating potential problem before it
actually takes place”.
Struggling to be proactive and on top of the problems and equipped with capacity to lead to
solutions are constant challenges of AFFM.
“Think about it. How many times have you said, “I will change the oil in my motorbike when
the motor locks up and smoke is pouring out of the dash”.
Yet, this is how organizations were confronted with these questions on daily basis. Pushing
features and functionality through the application delivery chain often results in
performance problems that are missed, bringing down applications in rights based
approaches.
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In fact, the education and knowledge on the intention and mindset requires much more
than tools to make the transition from reactive to proactive.
The challenges facing the AFFM
When the AFFM was established, most of the members’ background was from political
parties, human right activism and land activism. Almost all people are united when they are
against a military regime. After political change, some lost their way. .
The biggest challenges relate to the senior members (older members) who do not want to
learn the knowledge regarding trade unionism and the key roles of social dialogue. They do
not understand the philosophy behind social dialogue, and as such wanted thing to happen
with different approach and most of the time it was for personal interest / gain.
Some Members Break Away and use same Organization name and logo
The meeting decisions of 20th January 2018 and 7th of March 2018 unanimously decided that
the members who resigned from the Union can independently join their basic union and
come back with representation power by majority members or they can form their own
union independently. To leave from the Organization but continue to use same identity of
the organization is not acceptable, or to establish a shadow AFFM and run the same
activities with same name is not acceptable either.
It will be published an article of story and an actual background of AFFM soon.

Activities AFFM & Food Allied Workers in 2018
Education Program
5th Advanced Leadership Course in Rakhaing State
which was most challenge area of Myanmar

1.
THEME : LEADERSHIP FOR
FUTURE MYANMAR
The following lists the detailed contend of the 5
days programme. Scheduling of the specific sessions to
cover the contents is done into consideration of the
availability of Resource Person.

2. WORKSHOP STRUCTURE AND CONTENT
The workshop will comprise of the following sections:


Country Situation Review: Participants will be asked to work in groups and present
their experiences and knowledge of: conditions of workers in rural areas of
Myanmar; organizing initiatives by unions; applicability of labour organization laws
(in regard to FoA, CB & social security rights) and challenges they face. These will
form the basis of the situation review and follow up work.
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The Challenges of Globalization: Participants will be introduced with the winners
and losers of globalization. The participants will learn the flow of global economy
to support the country political and economic value change.



Applying the OECD guideline on multinational enterprise, UN guideline on
Business and Human Rights, capital strategies and global brand campaign
The session will provide basic knowledge of systematic methodologies that
compare National Economic policy and the international instruments of the supply
chain, supply chain leverage, and pressure points. This session can be invigorated in
the small farmers and agricultural workers – who can ultimately use international
instruments to protect themselves. They can also learn about the mechanisms of
supply chain systems that are used from producers to consumers.



Focusing on Occupational Health & Safety especially for using fertilizer and
pesticide
The agricultural workers and farmers should know about PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment) and pre-spray precaution as well as precaution during spray.



Enabling conditions for protecting Small farmers and Agricultural workers,
Organizing & effective collective bargaining
The session will focus on – the role of ILO’s labour standards, especially for
agricultural and rural workers, on freedom of association and collective bargaining
conventions in promoting a productive environment for organizing workers, as well
as promotion of industrial democracy and improving effectiveness of collective
bargaining – jurisprudence and principles enunciated by FoA will be shared with the
participants. This should help in building an understanding among the participants
as to how best AFFM can use the ILO’s International Labour Standards for
protection of Myanmar’s workers.



The action plan of AFFM to address the issues facing Myanmar’s agricultural
workers and small farmer
Evaluation session



Others Training Program
- Youth and Women Leadership Program
Campaign
- End Forced Labour in Myanmar
o "It is a priority for AFFM and Food Allied Workers to address the causes of
forced labour in the agricultural sector, as well as to continue working to
achieve Target 8.7 on the forced labour" said U Zar Ni Thwe, Secretary
General, during the stakeholders meeting and National Tripartite Dialogue
which was held on 17 – 18 January 2018 in the Nay Pyi Taw. "AFFM – IUF will
promote good agricultural practices (GAP) and greater resilience to economic
and natural shocks, which contributes to very positive changes in rural
14
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-

-

-

livelihoods. This can help address the root causes of forced labour, such as
rural poverty, hunger and food insecurity". There are total 8 training session
and clean Forced labour campaign that supported by ILO End Forced Labour
Team.
Elimination of Child Labour
o The Agriculture and Farmer Federation of Myanmar (AFFM & Food Allied
Workers) presents this program will aid with the promotion and
implementation of Workplace Occupational Health and Safety for children
who are mainly working in agriculture and food production sectors.
Well Preparation before Departure for Potential Migrant Worker
o The Programme contributes towards strengthening the capacity of the AFFM
- IUF and its affiliate organizations and promotes action for advocating
Myanmar workers benefit from safe migration that result in decent work
which are essential for preventing discrimination, harassment, and inequality
post-migration for employment abroad.
Reduce Hazard Chemical in Agriculture and Goodbye Paraquat Campaign
Financial Situation of AFFM and Food Allied Workers Organization

The AFFM and Food Allied Workers Organization financial expenditure is clear and
independent. There is no any external income of funding and donation for office initiates,
food allowance for staff, accommodation, organizing, meeting, campaign, transportation
and almost everything are supports from core members, called organizational family
donation.
The AFFM and Food Allied Workers Organization
acknowledge ILO, IUF and FES for education program to
the members as priority for its members. These
partners provided cost for Transportation, Training
venue, Food Allowance and materials for training. The
Strategy of AFFM and Food Allied Workers Organization
is to educate, protect and provide information to the
members and those activities were successfully
implemented within 5 years of long run because of ILO,
IUF and FES.
The contribution of sectaries is remarkable. Whenever
they received fees for consultations, facilitations and
Training resource person fees, they always contribute
to the office without request and urging.
Some relatives of core leaders who understand and believe in AFFM’s objectives and
leadership is appreciated. They contribute in some activities like organizing,
transportation for Nya Pyi Daw trip, Mayday ceremony and campaign to reduce hazard
chemical in agriculture, SDG 8.7 campaign, and cooperative activities.
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The main financial resources of federation are from the members and core leaders. Costs for
Rent, Food Allowance, Accommodation, Transportation, campaign, official stationary,
communication, publication, information, meeting, advocacy, are contributed by core
leaders. The membership dues is limited but continuous. For the year 2017 the expenditure
for office was around 42,000 USD.
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Follow up Activities
The AFFM & Food Allied Workers Organization will work to –
-

Build brotherhood organizations
Establish relations with CSOs who work for workers and farmers affairs
Organize leadership trainings
Publicize and distribute the trade union’s involvement in social protection
Promote cooperative society
Support to reduce hazardous chemical
Support the ILO in its agenda to eliminate forced labour
Cooperate with ILO in the tripartite structure and decent work agenda.

End:
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